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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the matrix obtained by applying a matrix bilinear transformation 
to a companion matrix can itself be transformed by a similarity transformation into a 
companion matrix, using a matrix T which is invariant for matrices of a particular 
order. The relationship, with a result for the transformation of polynomials whose 
roots are related by a particular bilinear transformation, is illustrated for a particular 
example. 
INTRODUCTION 
The general bilinear transformation [l] relates to general circles l?r and rz 
in the complex plane, and it should be noted that the half planes Re(z) Z 0 
are candidates for I’1 and rz. More generally, the number of characteristic 
roots of an n X n matrix A inside and outside rr equals the number of 
characteristic roots of B inside and outside rz if A and B are related by the 
matrix bilinear transformation 
B=(yA+aZ)-$xA+PZ), d-py#O. (1) 
The characteristic roots z and w of A and B, respectively are themselves 
related by the equation 
lXZ+#f3 
w=yz+6’ al3-- pyzo. 
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and A then has characteristic polynomial 
The matrix A is in companion form if it has the structure 
1 (3) 
(4 
Thus, in considering the transformation of a companion matrix as in (3) 
using (1) we are effectively considering the transformation of the polynomial 
44. 
Let 
C(W)=Wn+C,W”-i+.** +c, 
be the characteristic polynomial of the matrix B as defined in (1). Then a 
result of Duffin [2] extended by Barnett [3] relates the coefficients a, and ci 
of a(z) and c(w) directly by 
[l/(c,y”+c,ay”-‘+*.a +cP)][c 1, 2,...,c,,11X=[a,,a,,...,a,,11. c (5) 
In (5) the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix X = [xii] can be defined by 
where the first row of X consists of the coefficients in the expansion of 
(6 + yz)” taken in the order beginning with z”, and the last column of X is 
[y”,ay”-1,a2y”-2 )...) a”]? Notice that X is independent of the a,, and is 
invariant for a given value of n. An alternative but equivalent definition of 
the xij is that 
~~~~rxl,~+l-(az+P)i-l(y~+~)~-i+l, j=l,...,n+l. (7) 
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A useful result follows from this second form. Let z= - S/y in (7) to give 
r~o(-6/Y)rxi,,+,-o. /=I ,..., 12. (8) 
The inverse of the bilinear transformation (2) is 
-aw+p 
.Z= 
yw-a ) (9) 
and thus a transformation matrix X exists for the transformat&m from w to x. 
hpplying the transformations (2) and then (9) one obtains XX = I and thus 
X=X -’ and X is a nonsingular matrix. In fact, if S= - (Y, then [3] 
The above results are useful when dealing with polynomials directly, but 
in some cases, for example when the relationship between sensitivity results 
for polynomials is being investigated (see Chap. 5 of [4]) the corresponding 
companion matrices are more convenient. The matrix B in (1) is not in 
general in companion form when A is a companion matrix. A transformation 
matrix T, assuming one exists, has then to be introduced to transform B to its 
companion form C using the relation 
C= TBT-‘= T(yA+61)-‘(aA+j3Z)T-‘. (11) 
This paper is concerned with the construction of a transformation matrix 
T in (11) which is dependent only on the dimension of the matrix A and not 
on its parameters q in (3). 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSFORMATION MATRIX T 
The existence of and method of construction of the matrix T is given in 
the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A be a companion matrix as in (3). The matrix 
1. _ tT~“-l 
with tT=[t 1, t 2,.. .,t,,] defined by the relation 
(12) 
t 1 Z-l+ t2Zn-2+. . . + t,=(Sz+ yy-’ (13) 
transform B as defined in (1) to C in companion form according to relation 
(11). 
Proof. Equation (1) is first expanded to give the elements of the matrix B 
in terms of the ai. 
The expression is very complicated for a general n X n matrix, so for 
simplicity, the matrix B is given for the case n =3, although the result is 
completely general. 
Equation (1) gives 
-1 
Y 0 P 0 
s Y 0 a 
- a,y, -aa,y+S -ala, -a2a, P--a+ 
I _I L 
1 S2 - a& + a2y2, -6Y+a,Y2, Y2 
I - y2al, bl, S2- a,$, Sya, - y2al, - us a2 
1 
0 
a 
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f(s)=sn-s~-‘yu,+6n-~za,_l+ ... +(-l)“y%, 
with n =3. Then 
{=gj 
! 
(P/s)f(s)+A(-a,~“)/S, A(~-%Y), -AY 
AY% (P/S)f(S) A6 
+A(-a$+a,$)/& 
-A&a,, A(~,Y - %), (PlS)f(S) 
+A(-ao,y2+a,yS-a,62)/S 
where A = a6 - py. The proof is now continued for a general n X n matrix B. 
If sk denotes the k-th row of 2’ in (12), then the transpose of the (k + l)th row 
is given by 
sk+l- T - BTskT 
[ [ :]f(s)tk,+,,( $]F(k) 
- 
f(h+(-%Y+'%)[ $]F(k)+q,[ +]f(&) 
f(s)t,,+(o,Y2-a2Y~+a~~2)[ $]F(k)+(-Y&,+atu)[ $]f@) 
1 [ I 
$ f(~)t~+[a,y”-‘(-1)“-‘+a,y”-26(-1)”-2+~~~ +aw6nv1(-1)o][ +]F(k) 
+[(- 1)"-2y"-2tk,+ ... + (- 1,“sn-3k,,-ll $ 
[ 1 fls) 
where 
F(k)=(-l)“y”-ltkl+(-l)n-1yn-2Stk2+. *. +(-1)%-it,. 
The proof that the matrix T is nonsingular is accomplished by relating it to a 
matrix X of appropriate order used in the Duffin/Barnett transformation 
and defined in (7). We will prove by induction-that T, after reversal of the 
order of its columns, is identical to the matrix X associated with the bilinear 
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mapping 
applied to a polynomial of a degree n - 1. Consider (7) with j = 1 and let r? 
be the n x n matrix obtained by interchanging (Y and P, y and 6, to give 
- n-l 
Xl”2 
+... +l?lzz+1?11=(6z+y)“-1. (16) 
Comparison of (16) and (13) shows that the first row of r? is equal to the first 
row of T in reverse order. 
Assume that the kth rows of T and X are identical but with elements in 
reverse order. Then the (k + 1)th row of T is given by (14) as [ I 
1. 
; f(Sbkl 
Q+,=j& .[ ~]f(6)a+tkl[ $]fiJ) 
[ 1 5 f(S)th+[(-l)"-zy"-2tkl+-~ +(-l)“sn-t,._ll[~]f(6) 
1. 
(17) 
The remaining terms in (14) vanish because by assumption sk is identical to 
[%w***’ k2, kl Z ? 1, and substituting z = - y/6 into (7) with a: and fi, y and 6 
interchanged and i= k gives a result corresponding to (8), namely that 
Hence from (17) 
tk+l,l= Ptkl/’ 
F(k)=O. 
and in general 
tk+I,j=(-Ytk+l,f-l +(Ytk,i_l+ptlci)/8, i=l,..., n, (18) 
with all undefined tii zero_. Thus by comparison with (6) the (k + l)th row of 
T is the same as thzt of X in the reverse order. Consequently it now follows 
by induction that X and T are matrices with the same columns but taken in 
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the reverse order. Since i is non-singular, T is non-singular and is cpn- 
strutted very simply using the relations (13) and (18). Also, since X is 
independent of the a, so is T. 
3. EXAMPLE AND RELATION TO DUFFIN/BARNETT RESULT 
The last row of C formed using (11) is simply the negative of the row of 
coefficients of the characteristic polynomial c(X) of C. Rewriting (5) in the 
form 
1 ci,cs ,..., Cn,l]=[al,a, ,..., u,,l]Y/[LYIyn+lyZyn-l(-~)+... +(-a)“] 
should give Y - ’ to be a scalar multiple of the matrix defined in the 
Duffin/Barnett transformation. This is verified below for the particular 
bilinear transformation 
z+l 
w=1-_z (19) 
which maps the left half plane Re(z) <0 into the unit disc JwI < 1. The 
matrix transformation (11) is then 
C= T(Z-A)-l(Z+A)T-‘. (20) 
Let cl be the last row of C and write from (20) 
q=hT-l, 
where h is the last row of (T(Z - A)-‘(I+ A)). This row is given by taking 
k=n, a=j-I=y=l, 6= -1 in (14). This leads to 
cl=+ t,,K-2a, 5 tni,t,,K+2tnlK-2(a,+a,) $J &,..., 
i i=l i=l 
*-I 
t,,K+2 2 &K-2 2 t,,i 5 ai T.-’ 
i=l i=l i=l 1 
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where 
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i=l 
and by (13) the tfii(i = 1,. . . , n) are the coefficients in the expansion of 
(z + l)n-l. Rewriting q as 
1 
n-l 
cl= tnptn2+2tnp...,t,,+2 c tni T-’ 
i=l 1 
-P/K) 1 I[ igl Li
n 
a,,q+a,,..., 
= ,I a, T-l i=l 
and using (18) to simplify the first of these vectors gives 
1 
-2” I: 0 1 ... 1 1 1 T-l (21) 
;, 
4 
. ..d 
where the t,+ 1 i are the elements formed from the tnr using the relation (18), 
noting that 27: It,,i = 2”-‘. 
For example let n = 5, then from (13) and (18) 
1 -4 6 -4 
1 -2 0 2 
1 o -2 o 
1 2 0 -2 
1 4 6 4 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
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and k+,,1 t ’ n+~,zr k+i,ay &+i,d, &+i,s]=[l,6,16,26,31]. Equation (21) be- 
comes 
Thus 
-10 10 -5 1 
the latter 6~ 6 matrix being Y in (18). The Duffin/Barnett transformation 
defined in (5) and (6) has 
x= 
1 -5 
1 -3 
1 -1 
1 1 
1 3 
1 5 
10 -10 5 -1 
2 2 -3 1 
-2 2 1 -1 
-2 -2 1 1 
2 -2 -3 -1 
10 10 5 1 
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Thus XY = 321, and the transformations are the inverses of each other since 
from (10) 
xi = (1+ 1)“z. 
4. CONCLUSION 
It has been shown that the matrix of a particular similarity transformation 
relating a matrix B constructed from a companion form matrix A using a 
bilinear transformation, and its own companion form C depends only on the 
order of the matrices and not on the parameters of the companion matrices. 
This enables results on companion matrices to be directly related without 
introducing the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials, which are 
related by the Duffin/Barnett transformation [Z] and [3]. For a particular 
bilinear transformation the equivalence of the matrix transformation result to 
the Duffin/Barnett result has been demonstrated. 
The first named author carried out this work whilst holding a United 
Kingdom Science Research Council Studentship, and this paper is based on 
pati of [41. 
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